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Welcome to the Summer Newsletter. It has been great to welcome 
everyone back to school during this half term and being able to start after-
school clubs again feels like a positive step forward.   

We are currently planning the classes for August 2021 and once that is 
completed we will share them with you. As usual we will aim to be sensitive 
with our staffing and groupings to account for the needs of our young 
people. We will be keeping an eye on local and national guidelines in the 
next few weeks to help us decide how to practically run our transition day in 
school. Currently we are still operating in class/group bubbles and it is very 
likely that this will continue until the end of term. We will be ensuring that 
new class staff have a full handover of information regardless of whether or 
not we can get the new classes physically together this term. I will keep you 
updated about this. 

Please contact us at school if you want to discuss anything and remember 
you can use the parentsupport@forestway.leics.sch.uk email if you need to 
contact us out of office hours. 

 

Parents’ Evening 
Parents’ evening will be held remotely during the 
first couple of weeks after May half term. 
Please make sure you have sent your slip back 
into your class teacher with your preferred con-
tact days/times. 
  
Covid Reminder 
With rates of the Indian variant starting to climb, 
please be vigilant with symptoms.  If your child or 
a family member is unwell, please keep your child 
off school until a covid test has been taken and a 
negative result has been confirmed. 



 

 

 KS1 have enjoyed the topic of  Awesome Animals this term.          
They have all had the opportunity to observe tortoises in the class and to 
hold stick insects in their hands. The children were very gentle with the    
animals and were completely focused on them.  
 
Music and movement is a favourite lesson -The children were introduced to 
xylophones and explored them, they made one and also listened to Rimsky 
Korsakov’s ‘The Bumble Bee’ stopping and starting in time to the  music. It 
was a lovely session and all the children thoroughly enjoyed learning about 
this instrument. 

They have enjoyed lots of sunny        
sessions in the woodlands bouncing on 
the slack lines. Frankie in particular loves 
to hang upside down!  



 

KS1 have been enjoying the new topic of ‘Pets and 
Animals’ this term. They have been exploring what 
an animal needs to survive and experiencing lifecy-
cles of animals. Acorns 3 have been listening to lots 
of different animal stories including ‘Dear Zoo’, 
‘Walking through the Jungle’ and ‘The Hungry Cater-
pillar’. 

They have been working so hard towards their     
communication and interaction targets and they 
have been making lovely progress towards their   
individual small steps.  

KS2 have been looking at mood boards in Art and different artists and their 
fashion. They had the opportunity to create their own outfits by using differ-
ent materials. We then did our own fashion show as a class to show off our 

great outfits. Here are some of the outfits we created  

This term our topic is “fun and games”, so we have also enjoyed playing lots 
of team games in PE and taking turns with our friends.  



. 

 

KS2 have also had lots of fun composing and making music this term!  

We have explored a range of instruments including tambourines, chime 
bars, djembes, bells and triangles. We all took it in turns to conduct the 
class, using our hands to show our friends without talking whether we    
wanted them to play quietly, loud or to stop – we had to focus very hard to 
make sure we followed the instructions and did an amazing job! Acorns 5 
also had lots of  musical fun using the app 2Beat on Purple Mash to make 
different percussion recordings and using graphic notation to represent each 
percussion  instrument. We especially liked playing with the tempo and eve-
ryone smiled or laughed when we made the music play really, really fast! 

KS2 also took full advantage of the new summer topic ‘Fun & Games’    
during the impact week at the beginning of term. We found out about the    
Olympics by designing our own medals and then took part in our own mini-
Olympics. We were fantastic at cheering each other on. 

We are incredibly excited to be able to run Forest 
School club during the summer term. Our first    
session was a fantastic success, and we chose to 
go and explore the pond area.  

Some of us were brave and went into the pond! We 
then explored the swale to find where the water was 
trickling down from to the pond  



In Computing, we have been learning about how important it is to give clear 
instructions and have been practising following instructions to create pictures 
on the laptops. 

In the Outdoor Adventure club, we 
had a great time building dens – even 
though it ended up being an indoor 
adventure because of the weather! 

KS2 have also been investigating the wildlife in our woodlands! We have 
been on bug hunts, pond dipping to find tadpoles and have made bug hotels! 
We have had a wonderful time and have worked hard to think about how to 
keep the wildlife in our woodlands safe  



 KS2 
Also enjoyed using a ‘Butterfly Garden’ to grow our own butterflies.  

We read the instructions and all pupils listened and set up the ‘garden’.  

First we let our caterpillars grow. We waited for our caterpillars to turn into 
‘chrysalides’ and harden a little. We then moved them to the Chrysalis     
station to grow in our ‘Garden’.  

After 3 days, one butterfly emerged. After another 2 days, another 4 butter-
flies grew. We let them grow and get strong and helped by feeding them 
some special sugar water. When they were strong enough we released our 
butterflies on the playground. We had great fun watching the process and 
helping them grow. Fly safe Butterflies!  

The Den We have had lots of fun this term.—EYFS and KS1 have been 
learning all about pets.  We’ve designed special beds, listened to stories and 
learnt about what different pets need.   

KS2 have learnt about South America.  We have thought about the different 
layers of the rainforest and the animals, plants and people that live there.   

This term we are very excited to have music therapy on Tuesdays.  All of the 
students have shown engagement and been able to express themselves 

through music. 

 



KS3 As part of Earth Day looked at recycling and created some bottle-top 
art! Oaks 1 created a rainbow fish, an octopus, and a turtle. The students 
have been working really well as a team and talked about the animals under 
the sea. Great work Oaks 1!  

 



 

 

Bonjour, mes amis!! KS3 have also started learning French this half term! 
We are enjoying learning new phrases and can introduce ourselves to our 
friends.  

In English, we have begun reading the novel ‘Warhorse’. The students have 
created storyboards, character profiles, letters and propaganda posters.  

In Science our topic has been Plants. We have looked, not only, at the    
theory of why plants grow and why they are important, but we have also 
planted our own seeds and are enjoying taking care of these and watching 
them grow. 

KS3 have been enjoying a full morning at Forest Schools every week, 
come rain or shine! The pupils were very excited to learn how to light a fire! 
After a ‘tool talk’ they all practised using flint and steel to create a spark, 
and then used dry bark shavings that they had collected the week before to 
feed the fire. The pupils also learnt how to toast marshmallows too! 
In maths we have been working on life skills, with a focus on using money. 
The pupils set up their own café, choosing items from a menu and working 
out what they could afford. Joshua, Cat and Emily took on the roles of cash-
ier and waiter/waitress, and Jessica loved welcoming people at the door 
and helping them to find a seat. We will be working more on spending  
money and budgeting over the next few weeks.  



KS4 have been enjoying time in the woodlands recently. Group 3 have 
enjoyed finding moments of spring around the pond. We have also planted 
sunflower seeds and recently repotted them as they have grown so much 
so quickly!  

Group 2 have also been using loppers after a safety tool talk, which we can 
now recall mostly on our own to reshape and maintain the willow structure 
in the woodlands. We have then chopped the willow down into smaller 
pieces which we will use to make a fire on the final week in the woods, so 
we can toast marshmallows and pop popcorn kernels on the fire!  

KS4 have also worked really hard this term with a representative from the 
Department of Work and Pensions on understanding and developing their 
own Curriculum Vitaes. 

We had 4 sessions where we reflected on our own strengths, skills and 
interests and thought about our own work experiences that we could include 
in our CVs.  

We found out that some of the class have some great experiences already 
with helping other people out and the rest of the class have reflected on 
thinking about some future opportunities for helping with jobs at times so we 
can add these to our documents.  

The whole class have now managed to word process their own CVs in the 
correct format have them ready to take with them as they move up through 
the year groups.  



Post 16  have been working hard on Skills Builder and focusing on      
Leadership.  The students have each been taking it in turns to be the   
leader and leading short activities with the rest of the group.   

We have talked about the qualities you need to be a leader such as being 
calm, kind and helpful.  The students were able to show all of these quali-
ties! 

We have also enjoyed celebrating Eid and Earth Day. In Earth day the   
students enjoyed exploring and thinking about the importance of water and 
that the ice caps are melting. 

We have also been working hard in the garden and planting flowers that 
will attract bees for our Pollination Station!  We do hope that the weather 

improves soon! 

We have enjoyed getting outside in the nicer weather to practice using a 
zebra crossing, get some exercise and start planting our class garden.  

We have also been working very hard in the classroom exploring different 
non-fiction texts and practising telling the time. We particularly enjoyed 
learning about Eid, why it is important and how it is celebrated, making and 
decorating our own clay moons and stars. 

 In PE we have enjoyed trying out different circuit training exercises and are 
putting lots of effort into making bird boxes in art and culture.  



Post 16 have also been in the school garden and have tidied up ready for 
the summer. We have been busy weeding, sweeping and watering.  

This term we have STEM lessons. We have been learning about PPE and              
interviewed Neil Barnett on Teams about his job at Forest Way and his pre-
vious job.  

Currently we are working on a tunnel building project. Oaks 10 have been 
tasked to work in small teams to build two different tunnels from art straws 
and then test their strength.  In Young enterprise we have made a success-
ful start making and selling a number of dreamcatchers, including coming up 
with our own special offers! 

Post 16 met with Margaret Clarke from Seven Trent Water using Microsoft 
Teams. The topic of the meeting was careers and Personal Branding.      
Students had to decide what their strengths were and their best qualities. 
They had to say what their goals and interests were.  

The event helped the students promote themselves as a brand and what 
they were good at. Forest Way hope to work again with Seven Trent water in 
the near future.  



Careers Support 
Forest Way School is looking for local business people to support careers 
experiences of students at the school.  

We are looking for business people who are willing to talk to our students 
and give information into what their business does.  

Due to COVID-19 this may be done via a Microsoft Teams meeting.  

We are also looking at businesses that may be able to support students 
with work experience in the future.  

If you feel you  have something to offer or know of a company we would 
like to hear from you. 

 

Smart watches with cameras 

There are a growing number of very affordable        children's 
smart watches now available on the market and they are obvious-
ly becoming very popular with children.  We have become aware 
that some of these devices have cameras on them.   

If your child has one of these watches, could you please ensure 
that they do not wear them to school as there is a risk that they 
may take photos of other pupils within school. 



 




